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Information and
The

Agency

Incentives:

Information Problem
FR0YSTEIN GJESDAL

Norwegian School of Economics and Business Administration
Thispaperconsidersthe use of imperfectinformationforrisksharingandincentivepurposes
when perfect observationof actions and outcomesis impossible,makingcomplete contracting
problemis definedto consistof two parts:the choice of an
infeasible. The incentive-insurance
informationsystem and the design of a sharing rule based on the informationsystem. A
generalizedagency model is formulatedto analyse this problem. The agency models of Ross
(1973a, b), Wilson(1968), Stiglitz(1974), Mirrlees(1976), Harrisand Raviv(1979), Holmstrom
(1979) a.o. appearas specialcases of the generalizedmodel. The analysisfocuses on the value
of informationin the agency informationproblem. The set of informationsystemswhich are
valuable-i.e. improverisksharingandincentivesin a Paretosense-is characterized.A problemindependentrankingof informationsystemsforthe agencyinformationproblemis thencharacterized underthe assumptionthat the agent'spreferencesare additivein money and actions. The
rankingmay be viewed as a generalizationof Blackwell'srankingof informationsystems for
decision problems,to this particulargame. When the agent's risk preferencesdepend on his
choice of action, on the other hand, it is shown that the Blackwellrankingmay be invalid.
Randomizedincentive schemes are shown to be efficientwhen the incentive effect of risk is
positiveand sufficientlylargerelativeto the absoluterisk aversionof the partners.

1. INTRODUCTION
The principal-agent model is a description of the externality which results when
individuals (agents) make decisions without considering how others (principals)are
affectedby their decisions.' As is well known, there exist incentivemechanismswhich,
by makingthe agent'sremunerationa functionof his actions,will induceParetoefficient
decision making. However, if actions are not costlessly observable,such schemes may
be infeasibleor suboptimal.Thispaperconsidersgeneraltwo-partincentivemechanisms
of the followingtype. Firstan informationsystem(controlsystem,performancemeasurement system)is chosen. Then an incentivescheme is designedwith paymentto the agent
made conditionalon the signalreceivedfrom the informationsystem.
This paper focuses on the firststage-the optimalchoice of informationsystem. In
Section 3 it will be shown how informationsystemsmay be comparedfor a given agency
problem. In particularthe set of valuable informationsystems-those that are strictly
preferredto no information-will be characterized.More generallyit will be assumed
that some informationsystem is costlessly available,and the set of marginallyvaluable
informationsystemsis then characterized.Muchof the previouswork on agencytheory
has primarilydealt with the second stage of the incentivemechanism-the design of the
incentiveschemefor a fixedinformationsystem.However,some have explicitlydiscussed
marginalvalue of informationsystems,2 albeit for special cases, and others may be
interpretedas addressingaspectsof this issue as well.3 Section3 presentsa generalization
of this work.
In Section 4 comparisonsof mutuallyexclusive informationsystems are discussed.
A rankingof informationsystemsis characterizedwhichdoes not depend on the specific
agency problem, as long as the agent's utility is additive in money and action. This
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rankingmay be viewed as a generalizationof Blackwell'srankingof experiments(Blackwell (1951)). The generalized Blackwell ranking may prompt some to suggest that
choosingan informationsystemfor the agencyis formallyequivalentto choosinginformation systems in a Bayesian decision problem if the agent's action is taken to be the
unknownstate of natureand the incentivescheme to be the decisionfunction. However,
the agency is a game, and actions are chosen by a player in the game rather than by
nature. Moreover,the Blackwellrankingis only validfor a subclassof agencyproblems.
Leaving this class, randomizedtransferpayments may very well be efficient. This is
conclusiveevidence that the decision problem analogydoes not work. It is instructive,
though,to see how far it goes, and where it breaksdown.
The randomizationissue is explored in Section 5. The conditionsunder which the
incentiveeffectof riskis positive,arederived. However,riskitselfis negative. Randomizationis shownto be efficientonly when the net effect is positive. The sectionis concluded
with an analysisof the incentive-risktrade-offunderrandomization.
In Section 2 the agency model is formulated and discussed. Section 6 contains
concludingremarks.

2. THE MODEL
0= {G} and st = {a = (at,... , a,)} are the sets of states and actions respectively. 0
describesthe uncertaintyin the economy and d the decisionalternatives.A Borel Field
and a probabilitymeasureon whichthe principaland the agent agree, are definedon 0.
An outcomefunctionis a functionX: 0 x d - R whereR is the set of real numbers.
X is a randomvariableon 0 for each a. {x} is the image of X, and is assumed to be
finite. x may be interpretedas money.
An informationsystem is a function Y: 0 x d -* {y}. Y is a randomvariableon 0
for every a. The set of signals {y} is finite and has cardinalitym. The notation Z and
{z} (cardinalitym') will also be used for an information system. If Z and Y are
informativesystems,the function(Z, Y) whose imageis {(z, y)}, is an informationsystem
as well. The signals y and z are observed after the agent has chosen a. The set of
informationsystems observed by the principalas well as the agent is denoted '. X is
always assumed to contain at least one constant function which is referred to as no
informationand denoted Y?. A randomizationmay be definedas an informationsystem
whichdoes not dependon a, and is statisticallyindependentof X X may be understood
to includerandomizations.However,randomizationsare a non-issueas long as Assumption 4 below is imposed, as Y? is then preferred to any randomization. A is the
informationsystem which is the identity mappingof d into itself for every 0. When
A e X, the action is said to be observable. X is an informationsystem as well. When
X E X the outcome is observable.
Informationsystems which are includedin X, are assumedto be costless. On the
other hand many informationsystems which one might want to consider may not be
contained in k. The informationsystem A is in general excluded. This is certainly
reasonableif a is interpretedas effort. X may not be includedeither. Many risks are
uninsurablebecause the cost of observingoutcomes is largerthan the value of insuring.
The cost of auditingincome tax returnsmakes for less than perfect audits. If the agent
is the managerof a firm,he may want to be paid off before the outcome of his actions
is observed (multiperiodconsiderationssuch as this one are admittedlyad hoc as only
single period models will be considered). Finally,the cost in a cost-pluscontractis just
an imperfectestimateof the contractor's"real"cost.
Whenoutcomeis unobservable,it is importantto specifywho owns it.4 The outcome
may be owned by the principal(indicatorvariableIp = 1) or by the agent (IP = 0). The
former will be the case if the principalis an investor, a landowner,a consumer or a
"breather"and the agent correspondinglya manager,a sharecropper,a produceror a
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polluter. Examples of the latter are the insurer-homeownerand the lender-borrower
relationships.IP is assumedto be determinedby exogenousfactors,and is not a variable
of choice in the problem.
The probabilitiesof outcomesandsignalsare denotedf() with argumentsindicating
which random variablesare intended. Hence f(Xk) is the marginalprobabilityof the
outcome Xk. f(xk IYi) is the conditionalprobabilityof Xk given the signal yi etc. The
expectationsoperatoris denoted E. The probabilityof any outcome-signalcombination
(x, y, z) is a function of a -f(x, y, z, a). In Section 3 below particularattentionwill be
paid to informationsystemsand outcome functionssatisfyingthe assumption:
Assumption1. For any values (x, y, z), f(x, y, z, a) is twice differentiablein a. The
matrixof derivativesof second-orderwith respectto a is diagonal.
When a is one-dimensional(p = 1), the latterpart of Assumption1 is triviallytrue.
When p> 1, the assumptionimplies that the marginal effects on f of the different
componentsof a, are independent.When attemptingto extend the theory from p = 1
to p > 1, this seems to be a naturalstartingpoint.5
In Section 5 below it is convenient,mainlyfor expositionalreasons, to work from
a differentassumptionabout the action space:
Assumption 2. d is finite.

Finally, a sharingrule-S: {y} ->R-is a contractspecifyingthe transferof s units
of money from the principalto the agent, conditionalon the signal received from the
informationsystembeing used. Contractsmay only be made conditionalon signalswhich
are observed by principaland agent. Preferencesare representedby utility functions
U(IPx - s) for the principal and V((1 - Ip)x + s, a) for the agent to whom decision making

is delegated.
Preferencesare assumedto satisfy:
Assumption 3. U is trice differentiable, increasing and concave. V is trice
differentiablein either argument, increasing and concave in the first argument and
concave in the second argument.
Derivativeswith respect to the first argumentof utility functions are indicatedby
('). Derivatives with respect to a are indicated by subscripts. In Sections 3 and 4 a

furtherassumptionis made whichis subsequentlyrelaxedin Section 5:
Assumption 4.

V(*, )= V1((l-Ip)x+s)+

V2(a).

The agencyinformationproblemmay now be definedas follows:
Definition 1. An agency information problem, denoted [X, U, V, X, Ip], is to
choose a pair of functions(Y, S) and an action a to maxEU(IPX - S) subjectto,
YeE

(1)

-).
S:{y}eg
ae
EV((1 - IP)X + S, a ) _- V/

(2)
(3)
(4)

a Eargmax EV((1 - IP)X + S, a).
(5)
The agencyinformationproblemis a game with a cooperativeand a non-cooperative
stage. The cooperative stage involves choosing the incentive mechanism(Y, S). It is
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chosen to be Pareto-efficient subject to the agent choosing his own best action in the
second stage. Every efficient (Y, S) combination may be generated by properly choosing
the agent's level of utility V.
The agency information problem is a generalization of previous agency models.
These may be classified according to assumptions made about the set of information
systems W. A discussion is given in the following section.
3. VALUE OF INFORMATION
For an agency problem [X, U, V, , IP] a ranking of information systems Y may be
characterized by
W(Y) = maxs EU(IPX - S)

subject to (2), (3), (4), (5).

This ranking may be used to define the concept of marginal value of an information
system given some information system Y:
Definition 2.

Z is said to have marginal value given Y in the agency problem

[X, U, V, -, PI]if W((Y, Z)) > W( Y).
The concept of value is that of economic demand value. Z has marginal value if
the agency is willing to pay something for the opportunity to base the incentive contract
on Z and Y rather than Y alone. If Z has marginal value given Y?0no information
it is simply said to have value in the agency problem.
In this section we shall characterize the set of information systems which have
marginal value given an information system Y for a fixed agency problem. A notable
feature of this set is that it depends only slightly on the characteristics of the agency
problem (X, U, V) when Ip = 1.
Several results in agency theory may be interpreted as value of information propositions. Theorem 11 in Wilson (1968) says that when principal and agent are risk averse,
have identically sloped, linear risk-tolerance functions, and the agent has preferences
for outcome only (V is constant in its second argument), then the sharing rule would
be a non-constant function of x if X E Y. In other words the information system X is
valuable in agency problems with the stated characteristics. In this case the agent and
the principal will have identical preferences over actions under optimal risk sharing, and
the information system A does not have marginal value given X i.e. there is no need
to observe the action as well.6
Stiglitz ((1974), Proposition 11) demonstrates that some sharing rule which is linear
in x, will dominate constant sharing rules when the action (effort) has negative marginal
utility to the agent. Hence X is valuable in this case as well. Gjesdal (1976), Harris
and Raviv (1976, 1979), Holmstrom (1977, 1979) and Shavell (1979) address the problem
of marginal value given X in this model. Of particular interest are the results of
Holmstrom and Shavell who characterize the set of information systems which are
marginally valuable given X when X is one-dimensional (p = 1). The objective of this
section is to generalize these results to an arbitrary given information system Y (and
also p > 1). One other work which did not assume that the outcome X is observable,
is that of Mirrlees (1976) who discusses the optimal sharing rule when W consists of
information systems which are distributed as X + e, where e is white noise.7
An agency problem and some information system Y are then given. The problem
is to derive the conditions which an information system Z must satisfy to have marginal
value. There are two reasons why this may be the case: Z may improve risk sharing
and/or incentives. Two conditions will be formulated each of which is "almost" sufficient
to ensure that Z has marginal value. These are the conditions of marginal insurance
value and marginal incentive informativeness.
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The following notation will be used. The optimal transfers based on Y alone are
denoted si (Vi: si = S(yi)). The action induced by this sharing rule is denoted a*. The
transfers based on (Y, Z) are denoted si + si1(Vi,j: si + sij= S(yi, zj)). To define marginal
insurance value the incentive constraint (5) is ignored.
Definition 3. Z has marginal insurance value given Y in the agency problem
[X, U, V, ., IP] if for some i, it is not true that Vj, sii = 0 solves the risk-sharing problem:

Zk,j U(I
max1s,11

Xk - Si -Si)f(Xk,

(6)

yi, zi, a*)

subject to
Ekj

V((1

-I

)Xk +si +sij, a*))f(xk,

yi, zj, a*)

=

Zk

V((1 -I

)xk +si)f(xk, yi, a*).

The agency is faced with m risk sharing problems-one for each i. Z has marginal
insurance value if risk is better shared using a contract based on Z and Y, in at least
one of these problems. For each risk sharing problem the Lagrangian may be formed,
with Lagrange multipliers Ai. If sij 0 solves each of these problems, it must satisfy the
corresponding first-order conditions. Hence

Vi, Vj Zk{U'(Ipxk-si)-AiV'((1-I

)Xk +si, a*)}f(Xk, y1,zi, a*) = O.

(7)

Or, since either U'( ) or V'( ) is independent of Xk, (7) implies that for any A, 3 constants
G(y1, A, a*),. . ., G(ym, A, a*), such that, Vi, j
Zk

{Ut(Ipxk

-

Si) -A V'((1 -IP)xk + si, a*)}f(xk

Iyi, zi, a*) G(yi, zj, A, a*)

(8)

CG(yi,A, a*).
Optimal risk sharing requires that expected marginal utility should be the same for all
signals z;. In general the owner's expected marginal utility will be a function of z as
well as y. When (8) holds, it may, however, be said to be conditionally independent of
z given y. Note that the relationship between marginal insurance value and marginal
value in the agency problem is non-trivial, as insurance value is defined without regard
to the incentive effects of the sharing rule.
Next the terms incentive problem and marginal incentive informativeness are defined.
Definition 4.

An incentive problem is said to exist given Y for
aEU(IPX-S(y))
Aaa

I

ah

at a * if

o.

(9)

a=a*

The agent's marginal disutility of a change in a, given the sharing rule S(y), is 0 by
virtue of (5) assuming a* is in the interior of i. If then the principal will derive positive
utility from a change in a (in some direction), then a* is not first-best Pareto efficient
given the sharing rule S.8
When an incentive problem exists given Y, a modified contract based on the signals
from Z as well, may improve the agent's choice in a Pareto sense provided the following
condition is satisfied,
Definition 5.

An information system Z is said to be marginally incentive informa-

tive given Y for ah at a* if A constantsHh(yI, a*),. . . , Hh(ym,a*) such that,
aVf(y, z1,a)/3ah |
a=a*
f(y1, z1,a*

Hh (yi, zi, a*)

Hh (Yi,a*)

(10)

Holmstrom (1979) defines marginal incentive informativeness for the case Y = X. Following his arguments it is easy to show that if Z is not marginally incentive informative
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given Y for any ah at any value of a, then
(11)
f(y, z, a) =f(y, z)f(y, a).
Analogous to the relationship among random variables (11) may be said to express the
conditional independence of a and Z given Y Note, however, that a is not a random
variable.
The central result on marginal value of information will now be proven, and then
interpreted in the light of the concepts just defined.
Proposition 1. Let Assumptions 1, 3 and 4 hold and an agency problem
[X, U, V, {Y}, 1] be given. Let si = S(yi) and a* solve the problem. Assume that a* is
unique and in the interiorof 4d.Then Z has marginal value given Y unless
-G(yi, z1,a* A) + Zh

hV

(se,a *)Hh(yi, z1,a*) = 0 for a.e. yi, Zj,

(12)

where
ZkZi

U(Xk

Si)fah(Xk,

-{ZE V(si, a*)fahah

yi, a*)

+ Vahahl

A proof of Proposition 1 is given in the Appendix along with a discussion of the
important assumptions imposed on a * and Ip. An informal discussion of the Proposition
follows. Clearly (12) will not hold if there exists a signal yi for which the left-hand side
of (12) takes on more than one value i.e. depends non-trivially on z. Applying the
definitions: 3 i: G(yi, ) depends on z if Z has marginal insurance value. 3 i: Hh (yi, )
depends on z if z is marginally incentive informative for ah, and ,Uh 0 Oif an incentive
problem exists for ah.
To understand (12), it is best viewed as a generalization of the results of Holmstrom
((1979), Proposition 3-sufficiency) and Shavell ((1979), Proposition 5) for the case
Y = X, p = 1 and ,u > 0. Clearly, when Y = X, G does not depend on z, and H depending
on z for some value of x, is a sufficient condition for Z to have marginal value. This is
the Holmstr6m-Shavell result.
Now assume Y = X, but p > 1. Then

3h, i:Hh(yi, ) depends on z, and gh

$0,

(13)

is not quite sufficient for Z to be marginally valuable. Let this value of h be denoted
h1. There may exist h2 for which Hh2( ) depends on z and 1h2 $ 0, such that ,Uh,Hh1 (Yi, ) +
/.h2Hh2(Yi, ') does not depend on z for any yi.
However, ,u is a characteristic of the agency problem, and H(') is a characteristic
of Z. It follows that this alignment will only happen by accident when (13) holds. Hence
(13) may be regarded as almost sufficient for Z to have marginal value.
The discussion in the preceding paragraphs generalizes readily to the case where Y
is some arbitrary information system except that G(yi, .) may now depend on z as well.
In that case Z may be valuable for improving insurance even when it is useless for
incentive purposes. If (11) holds, and Vh, i: Hh (yi, ' ) is a constant,
3i: G(yi, ) depends on z

(14)

is sufficient for Z to be marginally valuable. When (13) and (14) hold, it is possible that
the incentive and insurance effects cancel out. However, again this must be regarded as
an accidental case as (14) depends on the joint distribution of X, Y, Z, whereas (13)
depends on its derivative with respect to a. Hence (14) is almost sufficient for marginal
value as well.9
Summing up this discussion, it may be concluded that the sufficiency part of the
Holmstrom-Shavell results essentially generalizes to arbitrary given information systems
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Y and multidimensionalactions. It has been shownthat there exists a marginalincentive
informativenessconditionwhich is essentiallysufficientfor marginalvalue given Y, and
whichis easily seen to be a generalizationof the Holmstrom-Shavellincentiveinformativeness condition. However, when X is replacedby Y, marginalincentiveinformativeness is no longer a necessaryconditionfor marginalvalue as an additionalinformation
system Z may be valuableas informationabout the outcome x as well as the action a.
To understandthis note that the agent's and the principal'sability to share risk depend
on the precision with which they can measure the owner's marginalutility ex post.
However, the transferpaymentis a functiononly of the (conditional)expectedmarginal
utility (giventhe signal). This is evidentfrom (7) or (8). (8) then states that the expected
marginalutilityof the owneris conditionallyindependentof Z given Y. ThusZ provides
additionalinformationrelevantto risk sharingif and only if (8) is false.
The risk sharing/incentivesdichotomywhich has been constructed,should not be
overstressedas the two sourcesof demandare closely interrelated. Informationsystems
which satisfy (8) but not (10) may still be used to improve risk sharing. Y = X and
Z = A is an obviousexample. WhenX alone is observable,it mustbe used for incentives
as well as insurance. If a is observed as well, a contract based on a takes care of
incentivesand risk is then shared (efficiently)by means of an outcome based contract.
Similarly,informationsystems which satisfy (10), but not (8) may offer opportunities
for incentiveimprovement.
4. COMPARISONS OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
In Section 3 an informationsystem Y was assumedto have been acquired,and the set
of informationsystemsZ which had marginalvalue given Y, was characterized.In this
section the problemis to choose eitherZ or Y l0 For a fixedagencyproblemthe ranking
W(*) tells which one should be chosen. However, in this section a preferencerelation
is soughtwhichis largelyindependentof the particularagencyproblem. If Z is preferred
to Y, Z is at least as valuableas Y for every agency problemwhose outcome function
is measurable with respect to the field generated by a prespecified finite partition
$ =ei, ... ., eq} of the state space (regardlessof a). In addition the agency problem
should satisfy Assumptions2 (d is finite) and 4 (the agent's utility function is linearly
separable). Assumption4 playsan importantrole althoughit may be relaxedsomewhat.
Assumption2 is invokedmainlyto avoid unnecessarymathematicalcomplications.'
Three likelihoodmatricesare defined (r is the cardinalityof the set i):
qxm
A(W,a)={Aij =f(yj ei, a)}
rXm
={f(yj
A(.d)-Aij
aj)}
A(F, d) = JAii = f(yj |(e, a) j)j

r *q x m

The likelihoodmatricesof anotherinformationsystem Z are similarlydefined, and
are distinguishedby
We note that although there is no probabilityspace defined on X, the likelihood
matrices A(d), A($, d) are well-defined. However, the absence of a measure on .
means that A($',a) depends on a. With this exception, $ and sd are symmetricalin the
definitions. From Blackwell'stheorem (Blackwell(1951)) we know that if we want to
compareinformationsystems for decision problemswith $-measurableoutcome functions, the only problemindependentrankingis characterizedby the followingcondition,
ConditionB. A'($, a) = A($, a)M($, a), where M($, a) is a m x m' dimensional
Markov matrix.12 Blackwell'stheorem says that Y is preferredto Z for all decision
problemsif and only if ConditionB holds. If ConditionB is true, Z is distributedas if
it is a garbled version of Y, with M(v) as the noise-generatingmechanism. Analogy
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suggests generalizing Blackwell's condition as if the state space were 0 x iW. This conjecture actually works to give,
Proposition 2. Let Assumption 2 and 4 hold. An information system Y is weakly
preferredto another information system Z for all agency problems with outcome functions
X(e, a) if there exists a m x m' dimensional Markov-matrix M(W, sd) which satisfies
'(', sd) = A(', sd)M(', si).

Condition BA
The converse is not true.

Proof. Assume Ip = 1. The alternative case is done similarly.
Assume that Y, Z satisfy Condition BA. Let S'(z) be an arbitrary sharing rule
based on Z. The proposition will be proved by showing that there exists a sharing rule
S(y) based on Y, with the property that the principal prefers S to S' whereas the agent
is indifferent.
S will be constructed in such a way that the agent is induced to choose the same
act under S as he would under S'.
If the element in the i-th row and j-th column of M(W,sd) is denoted mij,S is defined
implicitly by,

Vi(S(yi))= Ei V1(S'(z1))mmi.

(15)

When S is defined this way the agent's objective functions EV(S'(z), a) and EV(S(y), a)
are identical functions of a, and must therefore induce the same choice:
EV(S'(z), a) ZkEJ{Vl(S'(zi))+
=

V2(a)}f(zjlek,

a)f(ek, a)

kEZi
EZ{Vl(S'(Z1))+ V2(a)}mijf(yi Iek, a)f(ek, a)

=EkEi {Vl(S(yi)) + V2(a)}f(yi Iek, a)f(ek, a)
=EV(S(y),

a).

The second equality is Condition BA. The third follows by the definition of S.
The identity of objective functions also implies that the agent is indifferent between
S and S'. It remains to be proved that the principal prefers S to S'. Since both sharing
rules induce the same choice, the action variable may be suppressed,

EU(X- S (z)) =Ek Ei Ei

U(Xk - S(zj))mE;

J(Yi,

ek)

- Ek E i U (Xk- E j S (Zij)mEij)f(yi,ek )
-Ek

Ei LJ(Xk-S(yi))f(yi,

ek)

= EU(X-S(y))
where the first inequality follows by Jensen's inequality. The second is derived from the
definition of S:
The concavity of V1 implies that
S(yi) < Ej S'(zj)mij for every i.
To prove that the converse is not true, a counterexample is constructed for the case
where there are two events {e,, e2} and two actions {a1, a2}: Information systems are
defined by means of partitions on the product space 0 x iW:
Y: = {{(el, al)(e2, a2)}, {(el, a2)}, {(e2, al)}}
Z: = {{(el, a1)}, {(el, a2)}, {(e2, a)}, {(e2, a2)}}.
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Z is perfect information. Y is strictly coarser than perfect information,and hence
ConditionBA does not hold. However, Y is alwaysas valuableas Z. To see this assume
neitherel nor e2 are null-sets(if they are, the claimis obvious). Then a1 maybe enforced
by a contract based on Y which penalizes the agent sufficientlyif {(e1,a2)} obtains.
Similarlya2 may be enforced by a penalty if {(e2,al)} obtains. This enforcement is
costless since if the agent complies,no penaltywill be imposed. Given this enforcement,
Y is equivalent to perfect informationsince it is perfect informationon events for a
given a. It follows that Y is as valuableas Z for any agency informationproblemwith
$-measurableoutcome function. ||
In the agencyprobleminformationis used for insuranceand incentivepurposes. It
is instructiveto see how the informationsystem Y solves each problem at least as
well as Z. If mij is interpretedas the conditionalprobabilityf(zj Iyi), then S(yi) may be
interpretedas the certaintyequivalentof the gamble which pays S'(zj) with probability
f(z1 Iyi). Hence S may be viewed as employinga deductibleE(S'| y) - S(y) for every y,
ratherthan randomizingthroughthis gamble.13The same incentive effect is obtained,
and less risk is imposed on the agent.
The fact that Z in the counterexampleof Proposition2 is perfect information,is
not essential to the argument. In fact {a1, a2} may alternativelybe interpretedas some
two-set partitionof the action space .14 Adopting this interpretation,the two subsets
may be denoted di and d2. With Z the agency is then limited to enforcingthe agent's
most preferredchoice in either a- or a2. With Y the agency can do as well. The idea
is that for incentive purposes an informationsystem which may detect some shirking
(whetherthe agent chooses an action in d1 ratherthan &2 or vice versa)may be replaced
by any informationsystem which detects this shirkingwith positive probability.15This
argumentshows how the game natureof the agencyprobleminfluencesthe comparison
of informationsystems. It is not valid to treat the action a as if it were a state variable
in some Bayesiandecisionproblem.
In this first part of the sufficiencyproof the full strength of Condition BA is not
needed. Use is only made of the weaker ConditionA which may be identifiedwith yet
anotherMarkovmatrix,M(s).
Condition A.

A'(s?')= A(d)M(d).

In fact one might as well have summed over k to eliminate the event variable
altogetherin this part of the proof. Similarly,if ConditionA is true, the agent may be
inducedto make the same choice with Y as with Z withoutbeing worse off, in the case
where he owns X but is risk neutral. In the latter case as well as in the case where the
principalowns X and is riskneutral,the functionalinequalityE(S' l y) _ S(y) is sufficient
to make the principalprefer S to S' given that both induce the same act. Finally,
Condition A is also sufficientwhen we only consider outcome functions which are
measurablewith respectto (0, 0) for every a, i.e. non-stochasticoutcome functions. In
that case ConditionsA and BA are equivalent. Thus;
Corollary 1. Assume Condition A holds, and either
(i) the owner is risk neutral, or
(ii) X(O, a) is measurable with respect to (0, 0)
then Y is weakly preferredto Z.

Since (i) and (ii) are cases where there is no risk-sharingdemand for information,
the corollary justifies defining Condition A as the incentive ranking of information
systems.16 This resultseems to correspondto the idea of responsibilityaccounting:"For
example,the (performance)reportfor a shop foreman'sdepartmentwould containonly
his controllablecosts. (Horngren[1977], p. 161)."
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In the second part of the proof of sufficiency, Condition B is used. To prove that
the principal prefers S, it must be demonstrated that S' does not insure the principal's
risk represented by X, better than S. Again arguing as if M is the conditional distribution
of Z given Y, it is clear that S' cannot be better for risk sharing since the randomization
represented by Z is independent of e, and hence of X.
It follows then, as another corollary of the proposition, that insurance schemes
should not be randomized-hardly a surprising result. The idea of randomized incentive
schemes may seem as far-fetched to some. However, it is a fact that the set of admissible
utility functions must be restricted in the Proposition. Additive utility functions make
S independent of a in (15).17 Under more general assumptions randomization may well
be Pareto-optimal. This problem is explored in the following section.
The need to impose restrictions on utility functions is another proof that the agency
information problem is not, formally, a Bayesian decision problem. It follows that
Proposition 2 is not a trivial generalization of Blackwell's theorem. The agency problem
contains restrictions which are not of the form encountered in decision problems. The
possibility of randomized schemes, moreover, proves that there is no way to reinterpret
or reformulate the problem, to make it formally equivalent to a decision problem.
5. RANDOM INCENTIVE SCHEMES
Proposition 2 does not hold for arbitrary utility functions V( ). In this section it will
be demonstrated that there are utility functions for which Y may be strictly more valuable
than Z even though Z is ranked higher by the Condition BA ordering. In other words
randomization may be efficient.18 For such a demonstration, the simplest case will suffice.
Z is therefore initially assumed to be the null system Y?, and Y' some random mechanism.19 First an example is offered and discussed. The section is concluded with a look
at the general case.
Example. The agent's utility function is,
2

a
a

V(s,a)=s(4-a)
defined on the set

I{O<a< 4, O_s '(4-a).
Note that the agent is risk averse on this domain.
For a given s, the agent's optimal action is found by solving,
2

-s + ? = 0aa
a29

= Vs(s<(

)

(16)

as the second order condition for a maximum is satisfied.
The principal is risk neutral and the outcome function is x = a. No information is
available. Hence the principal maximizes,
U = a -s = 'Is-s

and the solution is s = 4, a = 2, U

3

is assumedto be an acceptablelevel of
utility for the agent.
We shall now demonstrate that a random sharing rule will make both individuals
better off:
= 4,

S{

S2

V

= 4.

with probability
with probability

2
2-
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With this sharingrule the agent'sfirst-orderconditionbecomes
2

2EV'a=

-S1 +

2

Si

S

2- S2+ 2
a
a

0

(17)

whichgives
2

a=2

S_

2
+S2

S1+S2

If s, is arbitrarilyfixed at 0, a = S2 and
EU =,~s - 2-2
1 S222=

1
2

2
1[

v-

~S2]

at the principal'soptimumS2= 1. Hence both are better off with randomization.
The key to understandingthe example is to observe that the agent's first-order
condition (16) is convex in s. This implies that makingthe salaryrandomwill increase
the agent's output. To interpretconvexitythe second-derivativeof (16) with respect to
s(V" ) may be expressedby means of the agent'sabsoluterisk aversion(RA):
' -AVad
V"a if=VdRAR
da

(18)

The benefit to the principalof giving away an extra non-random$ has the same sign as
V'. Hence V' > 0 at the optimalnon-randoms. It follows that (16) is convex (V" > 0)
only if dRA/da <0. Hence randomizingthe agent's salary makes him work harder
because hard work increases his risk tolerance. The second incentive effectRA V' -may be called the "utilityeffect". Risk lowers the agent'slevel of utilitywhich
influenceshis action preferences. The "utilityeffect" on a is negative as, V' > 0, and it
is (not surprisingly)proportionalto the agent'sabsoluterisk aversion.
Whatis more surprising,is that in the settingof the example-risk neutralprincipal,
non-binding efficiency constraint (4) and no information-a positive incentive effect
(V" > 0) is also a sufficientconditionfor randomizationto be efficient.20The explanation
is as follows. Considerincreasingthe agent's salary by a small amount. The agent is
certainlybetter off. At the optimumthe principalis indifferentas the cost equals the
benefit. Now make the extra salary random, but such that its mean is equal to the
non-randomraisebeing considered.21The randomizationdoes increasethe riskimposed
on the agency. However, at the margin the agent is strictly better off as long as the
expected salary increase is positive. The principalis risk neutral, and the cost of the
randomincreaseis thereforeidenticalto that of a non-randomone. However,the benefit
of a randomraise is larger, since its incentive effect is greater. Hence the principalis
strictlybetter off as well.
The discussionin the precedingparagraphdoes not generalize. That (4) is nonbindingand the principalis risk neutral,is crucialto the argument. In the general case
the efficiencyof randomizationhinges on a trade-offbetween an incentiveeffect which
may be positive, and a risk effect which is alwaysnon-positive,and is a functionof the
agency's risk-aversion. The latter concept, which is derived from the risk-aversionof
the participants,is definedbelow and denoted R. The main result on randomizationas
an incentivemechanismmay then be summedup as follows.
Proposition 3. Assume I p = p = 1, ,t >O, and that the agent's choice with the optimal
deterministic sharing rule-a *-is unique and in the interior of si. Then the transfer
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paymentshouldbe randomizedwhensignal yi obtains,if
1 aRA(yi)
R (yi) da

1 E{U'(*)Iyi}
,u V'(S(yi))

(1

Proof. The informationsystem Y is given. The optimal non-random transfer
payment is S*(yi) = s* when the signal is yi, and this sharingrule induces the agent to
choose a*. It is also assumedthat the principalowns X, and at the optimumwants the
agent to choose a largera (whichis a scalar).
Assumptions 1 and 3 imply that the agent's objective function is differentiable.
Hence any interiormaximummust satisfy
aEV(S, a) = 0
(20)
aa
For j$ i, let s; be fixed at s', and assumethat a* is a unique interiormaximum. Then
(20) defines a differentiablefunction a(si) at least in a neighbourhoodof s*. Since si
maximizes
L = EU(X - S) + AEV(S, a (si)),

it satisfiesthe first-and second-orderconditions(using(20)):
aEV aEU -da
aEU
=
~+ A
=0
~+
(21)
aa dsi
asi
dsi asi
a2EV a2EU da
a2EV da a2EU daY2
d2L a2EU
=
2+A
~2+
2
di-I
2=
as,
as,
dsa
asiaa dsi, aa2
asiaa dsi
a2EV da
a2EV/ d\ 2
a2EU da aEU d2a
<0.
+A
2
+ . -+
2+A
(22)
+
aa
aa
dsd
ds
asi dsi
i
aaasi
The derivativesof a (si) are found by differentiatingimplicitlywith respect to si in (21):
da a2EV/aaasi Vaf+ Vfa
(23)
dsi - -a2EV/aa2 - a2EV/a2
(24)
d 2a d[a2 EV/aaasi]/dsi+ d[a2EV/aa2]/dsida/dsi
dL

-a2EV/aa2

ds5

Using,
,u = aEU/da/-a2EV/aa

(25)

2> 0

and substituting(23) into (21), the followingexpressionis derivedfor later use,
f(i)(A

)

-

V'(s a*)(

aS

+V(s,

a*)f(yi))

(26)

Now consider spinning a roulette wheel or using some other random mechanismto
determinethe agent's pay when Y = yi. The randompayment,which is independentof
X and a, is denoted T. Using I(yi) for the indicatorrandomvariableof the set {O:Y = Yi},
the followingincentivescheme is proposed:
S* + hTI(yi)

where h is a scalar. The problemis to maximise
L(h, T) = EU(X - S* - hTI(yi)) + AEV(S* + hTI(yi), a)

with respectto h and T subjectto the incentiveconstraint.
First T is consideredfixed, and the conditionsunder which this randomizationis
(locally) useful will be derived. Those are the conditions under which h = 0 is not a
local maximumof L(h, T). Then the choice of T is considered.
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DifferentiatingL( ) withrespectto h at h = 0 is considerablysimplifiedby notingthat
aEU/ah

=

aEU/asiET

and
a2EU/ah2 = a2EU/das2iET2 etc.
at h =0.
=s

d2L

dh

aEU da
dL aEU
AEV
+A a ET+ aa dh
=ii as,ET
dhE
aa
+si

a2EU

2=

2ET
asds

2+A

a2EU
2
a2

da\2

(27)

da
i-2EU+A a2EV -ET
aa

a2EVT T2 +

asiaa

dh

asi

aEU d 2a

a2EU da

-ET+
aa dh2
dh
aasi dh
~ a2EVda
-FT.
I a2EVIda\2
L
aa2 dhl
aaasi dh
Differentiatingtwice in the agent'sfirstorder condition,
+

+

(28)

a2EV

da

aaasi
a2EV

ET =da ET
ds

(29)

aa2
]2

2
2
2
_a (ET)2-+
aa ds
La as, __T_2+2 aa2as,
dh2
-da2EV/aa
dsi a3EVda\2

(ET)2 da+ EV/a s2 (ET2_ (ET)2).
d,-a2EV/aa 2

(30)

Substituting(29) and (30) into (27) and (28),
dL= ET-L= O
dh
dsi
2L
d2L dds2(ET)2
+ a2EaU A(FT)2)
aF2V
22
i
as~~~~
dh
a

(31)
a3EV1 (FT2

(32)

aa as,

since

a3EV

aaas2 = V"(s*, a*)fa + Va'(s*,a*)f,

using (26) yields,
d2L(ET)2+[ d
dS
Las,fJ V"(s~, a*)f(A +,ut- +11V(s*,

d2L
dh2
=

a2EU
2LF
[
i
+
(ET)2
dds2
as 1

d2L(F
d
ds,

=

aT)2s+

d2L (E)
2(ET)2+i
ds i

asi

(ET2-(ET)2)

VI' ,aFU

VI~asj + V'f) + ,uV"f (ET2- (ET)2)
)
v:1+
V 4(aEU
(ET2-(ET)2)
V ait

- -

a2FU
U

a*)f

a 2FUiFU
12

\as~

asi

-1

V'
'

,iV'

' dRA
daJ

varT

(33)
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Since dL/dh =0, L has a local maximumat h =0 unless d2L/dh2> 0. The firstterm in
(33) is non-positivebecause of (22). It follows that a2L/ah2> 0 only if the term inside
the square bracket,where the term inside the parenthesisis defined to be the agency's
(absolute)risk aversion(R), is positive. This is (19).
On the other hand if the term in the squarebracketis positive, and taking T to be
a choice variable,d2L/dh2 can be made positive by choosinga T which has sufficiently
large variancein relationto its mean. This proves Proposition3. 11
Severalremarkson the analysisare in order. First,note thatthe resultsare consistent
with the discussion of the example. There U"= A =0, and from (32) it follows that
randomizationis efficientwheneverthe agent'sfirst-orderconditionis convex.
Secondly, attention is called to a differencebetween this analysisand the analysis
in Section3. Thereit was demonstratedthat an informationsystemis marginallyvaluable
whenever it provides informationabout a not already available. The increased risk
imposed on the agency by the revised contractdoes not matter (at the margin). The
reason for this is that the incentive effect of more informationis a first-ordereffect
(influencesthe first derivative of the objective function) whereas the risk effect is of
second order (influencesonly the second derivative). However, the incentive effect of
randomizationis a second order effect as well. It follows that randomizationis valuable
only if the incentiveeffect is "largeenough"relativeto the negativeeffect of more risk.
Thirdly,it should be clear from (33) that (19) is necessaryas well as sufficientfor
a marginalrandomizationto effect a Paretoimprovement.
Finally, Proposition3, like Proposition 1, depends on the assumptionthat a* is
unique. If the agent is indifferentbetween several actions, a marginalrandomization
may make him jumpto an actionwhereriskis less harmful.This may make the principal
worse off as long as the agent, when indifferent,chooses the principal'spreferredaction.
To rule out jumps when a* is not unique, it is sufficientto assume that aEV/aa is
uniformlyconvex i.e. that a3EV/aaas2 > 0 for all a.
6. CONCLUDING REMARKS
In this paper we have tried to develop a theory of incentive-insurancedemand for
information.
We have shown that informationmay be used to control decentralizeddecisionmaking if the probabilitiesof the signals received from the informationsystem are
influencedby the choicesmadeby decisionmakers. Even thoughthey in generalincrease
social risk, incentive schemes based on informationsystems which are informativein
this sense, will give Pareto-improvementwhen the choices, that would have been made
with no such scheme, are inefficient(except for some special cases). Our results are
easily seen to be generalizationsof those of Holmstrom(1979) and Shavell (1979).
As in Holmstromand Shavell, it has been assumedthat the agent's optimal action
is unique. The justificationfor this assumptionas well as the consequencesof relaxing
it, are importanttopics for furtherresearch.
We have also characterizedan informativenessrankingwhich may be viewed as a
generalizationof Blackwell'srankingof informationsystems. It is not, however,a trivial
extension of Blackwell'stheorem. The incentive problem is a non-cooperativegame,
and the Bayesiantheoryof decisionmakinguse of informationdoes not apply. Indeed it
is shown that more informationaccordingto the Blackwellrankingis sufficientbut not
necessaryfor an informationsystemto be uniformlyas valuableas anothersystem.
There are even cases in whichrandomizationis efficient. In these cases less information (again in the Blackwell sense) is preferredto more, and randomizationmay be
viewed as throwingaway information. Risk has a positive incentiveeffect if the agent's
riskaversiondecreaseswhen a changesin a directionwhichis preferredby the principal.
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Proof of Proposition 1. Z has no marginal value if and only if the optimal sharing
rule based on Z and Y does not depend on z i.e. a* and Vi, j: sii = 0 solves the agency
problem. It will be demonstrated that unless (12) is true, sii 0 does not satisfy a first-order
condition of the agency problem. The problem of choosing the sharing rule S for the
information system (Y, Z) may be formulated as follows: Max with respect to sii, a
Ek

Ei Ej {U(xk

-

Si - si;)+ AV(si + sij, a)}f(Xk, yi, zj, a)

(A. 1)

subject to (2), (3) and (5).
The strategy of the proof is to derive the function a (s1i,.. ., smm)in the neighbourhood of a *, and use this function to show that (A. 1) has no stationary point at a *, sij 0
unless (12) is satisfied.
Because of differentiability Assumptions 1 and 3, and since a* solves (5) when
sij 0, and is in the interior of i: Vh;

a
aah

Ek Ei Ej V(si +sij, a)f

(Xk,

(A.2)

yi, zj, a)I a =a*,sija o = 0

Moreover, since a* is a unique global maximum, the implicit functions theorem implies
s,
) in some neighbourhoodof
the existence of a differentiablefunction a (sii,..
sij 0 (assuming the matrix of second-order conditions corresponding to (A.2) is nonsingular). The derivatives are found by differentiating implicitly with respect to sij in (ii).
Evaluated at a *, sij 0, the derivatives are,
V'(si,

a)ah

( yij

+
Zj, a) E?k

{E

i Ei (V(si,

a)fahak ( Yi, Zj, a)

i=l,...,m,

h=l,...,p,

+ Vahak)}

aak
a=0

(A.3)

j=l,...,m'.

Additivity assumptions on fQ ) and V( ) (Assumptions 1 and 4) allow the following
simple solution to the simultaneous equation system (A.3); Vi, j, h
aah
V'(si, a)fah(yi, zj, a)
(A.4)
+
Vahah
a)
a)fahah
i
?
(yi,
a=a*,si=O
V(si,
1sil
Finally, differentiating (A. 1) using (A.2), then (A.4) and assuming (yi, zi) is not a null-set,
0, and derivatives involving a
yields (with again all derivatives evaluated at a = a *, s
interpreted as vectors): Vi, j;

aEV aa
aa as
asij aa asij asij
aEV aEU aa
aEU
=?+
?A
asij aa asij
asij

aEU

?

aEU aa
-+A

aEV

?+A

=f(yi, zj, a){ -[Zk{U'(Xk-si)-AV'(si,

a)}f(xk Iys,Zj,a)]

U(Xk Si)fah (Xk, yi, a)] [ Vt(s, a) fah (Yi, Zi,a)
(A.5)
f(Yi, z1,a)JJ
EiV(si,
(A5
? Vahahl}
a)fahah
L
Unless (A.5) =0, sij 0 is not a stationary point, and Z has marginal value given Y.
The Appendix will be concluded with a discussion of three assumptions made in
Proposition 1: that a * is unique and interior in i, and that the principal owns X(IP = 1).
First, the role played by the assumption that the principal owns X(IP = 1) in
Proposition 1, should be pointed out. Mainly, this assumption has been made for
expositional reasons. The alternative case (IP = 0) could be developed along the same
+Eh [Ek Ei
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lines. However, one of the striking features of Proposition 1, the fact that marginal
incentive informativeness is essentially independent of the agency problem (X, U, V), is
lost. When Ip =0, (10) is replaced by:
Zk V'(Xk +si, a)fah(xk,

Yi,zi, a)Ia=a*=H=I(yi,
a*)f(yi, zj, a*).

(10t)

The assumptions imposed on a *, on the other hand, are crucial at least technically.
Non-interior solutions may surface in some formulations of the agency problem, notably
those which assume that V( ) is monotone decreasing in a (effort). If it is assumed that
V( ) increases in a for sufficiently low a's (arguably a more attractive assumption),
non-interior solutions are less likely to be a problem. The proof of Proposition 1 relies
heavily on the fact that when a* is an interior solution, there exist small variations in
the sharing rule which have positive incentive effects while the marginal increase in risk
has zero value. When a* is not an interior point, quite large changes in the sharing rule
may be required to induce changes in a, and even if the incentive effect is positive, it
may be outweighted by the non-marginal increase in risk.
Finally, as Mirrlees (1975) has shown, the methods which have been developed to
solve for the optimal sharing rule in the agency problem, may not capture the optimal
solution unless its induced action is unique (Grossman and Hart (1981) has solved this
problem for finite i). As it is impossible to check this requirement in advance, Mirrlees'
point is quite serious. When the objective is to characterize the set of marginally valuable
information systems, non-uniqueness presents a somewhat different problem. As the
information system Y and the sharing rule S(y) are given, it is at least possible to check
whether these induce a unique action. However, the characterization problem for the
case of non-unique a* remains. The difficulty is the following. Assume that the agent
given S(y) is indifferent between a' and a", but chooses a" which, although it is not a
stationary point of the principal's evaluation measure, is preferred by him to a'. Unless
(10) is satisfied at a", it is possible to proceed as above and construct a variation in the
sharing rule based on Z, which makes some a"', preferred by the principal to a", a local
maximum of the agent's evaluation measure instead of a". However, it may be that the
global solution to the agent's problem is somewhere in the neighbourhood of a' for
every such variation, thus making the principal worse off. It is necessary to check whether
a local improvement is a global improvement as well.
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NOTES
1. Why the principal is affected by the agent's decision, is outside the scope of this paper. In general
terms the reason may be that the principal insures the agent's property, that the principal as owner of property
is delegating decision-making to the agent because of the agent's comparative advantage, or it may be that
the principal (government) is entitled to some share of the agent's property and income.
2. Gjesdal (1976), Harris and Raviv (1976), (1979), Holmstr6m (1977), (1979), Mirrlees (1976), Shavell
(1979).
3. Ross (1973a, b), Spence and Zeckhauser (1971), Stiglitz (1974), Wilson (1968), (1969).
4. This is in contrast to the case of observable X where choice of "ownership" is subsumed in the choice
of sharing rule.
5. An interesting interpretation of a for which the diagonality assumption holds, is the following: Assume
the agent is allowed to receive some private information (W: 0 -- {wi}) after contracting but beforehe makes
his decision. Then a may be interpreted as the agent's decision function (or strategy) with ai the choice made
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in responseto the signalwi. It followsthat ai influencesthe randomvariablesX, Y,Z on the set {l: W(M)= wi}
only, and the matrixof derivativesof second-orderis diagonalwhen it exists. In this model the objectiveis
to inducethe agentto use his privateinformationParetoefficiently.Hence it is an adverseselectionproblem
formulatedas a moralhazardproblem.
6. Ross (1973a, b) derivesthese resultsas well. The reasonwhystrongerconclusionscannotbe obtained,
is that the agent'sactionis undeterminedwhen the sharingrule is constant(Y? is employed). However,with
a constant sharingrule, there is no risk-sharingand whatever action is chosen, Y? is inferiorto perfect
informationi.e. the informationsystem(X, A).
7. Two other papers should be mentionedas well. Spence and Zeckhauser(1971) assume a special
outcome structureand observationof 0, a, and x in various combinations. Townsend (1979) discusses
risk-sharingwhen observationof X is costly,but no incentiveproblemexists.
8. The converseis not true: a* may be inefficientgiven S, and (9) does not hold. This will be the case
when a* is a minimumof the principal'sevaluationmeasurewiththe secondderivativesufficientlylarge. If the
definitionof the incentiveproblemis broadenedto includethese cases,Proposition1 belowwill no longerhold.
Holmstrom(1979) and Shavell(1979) imposerestrictionson outcomefunctionsto avoidthis problem.
9. Gjesdal (1978) arguesthat it is possibleto define a reasonablemeasureon the space of information
systems,with the propertythat the set of informationsystemswhich satisfy (12) as well as (13) and/or (14)
has measurezero. Note also that (12) is necessarybut not sufficientfor Z to have no marginalvalue.
10. A slightlymore generalproblemis to choose between Z and Y given a third informationsystem
Y'. However,this reducesto a comparisonof (Z, Y') and (Y, Y').
11. 9 may be referredto as the si-relevantpartition(Marschakand Miyasawa(1968)). Ratherthan
assumingd finite,X, Y and Z mightalternativelyhave been assumedmeasurablewith respectto some finite
partitionof d. Gjesdal(1978) has attemptedto generalizesome of the resultsof this section to more general
actionspace and outcomefunctions.
12. Such a decisionproblemis not partof the agencyproblem. However,the agencyproblemis easily
generalizedby introducinga decisionto be made (collectivelyor by the principal)afterthe signaly is received.
Then Y is valuablefor incentive-insuranceas well as decision makingpurposes(see Gjesdal (1978)). Note
that ConditionB, as definedhere, ranksinformationsystemsfor a fixedvalueof a.
13. Considertwo modificationsto the contractwhichpays the agentE(S' Iyi) when yi is observed. One
modificationpays S'(z) and amountsto randomizingthe sharingruleE(S' | Y). The othermodificationdeducts
an amountE(S' Iyi)- S(yi) for each signalyi. The lattermodificationwhichin this sense employsa deductible,
is Pareto-superior.
14. It is true that if the rankingwhich is being constructedshall hold for any measureon i, then the
counterexamplerequirethat infinitepenaltiesbe available. If a, is to be enforcedwith informationsystem
Y, the necessarypenaltymustapproach-X in utilityunits,as the probabilityof e1 approacheszero.
15. If infinitepenaltiesare not available,this probabilitywill have a strictlypositivelower bound. An
interestingexampleof less information(accordingto the rankingby ConditionBA) beingas valuableas more,
is the case of conditionalinvestigations. (Demski and Feltham (1978), Baiman and Demski (1980a, b),
Townsend(1979)). Ratherthan buyingthe informationsystem Z, the informationsystem Y-{buy Z with
probabilityp, use Y? otherwise}-is chosen. For incentivesY is as good as Z (andit is presumablycheaper).
It shouldbe kept in mind,though,that for Y to be as valuableas Z for all agencyproblems,Y shouldalso
enablethe agencyto shareriskequallywell.
16. (11) impliesConditionA. The converseis not true. When(11) holds,it is also truethat Y is ranked
as high as (Y, Z) by ConditionA. Hence if there is no risksharingproblem,Y is as valuableas (Y, Z), and Z
willnot havemarginalvaluegiven Y Holmstrom([1979],Proposition3-necessity) provesthisresultfor Y = X.
His resultis essentiallya specialcase of Corollary1 as observableX is anothercase of no risk-sharingproblem.
In generalProposition2 may be used to proveconversesof Proposition1.
17. Grossmanand Hart (1981) also prove the sufficiencyof ConditionBA assumingthe agent'sutility
functionis of the form:
V(s, a)= V1(s)V2(a)+ V3(a).

The additiveform (as well as the multiplicativeform)is a specialcase of this. Withreferenceto the discussion
of randomizationbelow, it is interestingto note that this is preciselythe class of utilityfunctionsfor which
riskpreferencesdo not dependon actionchoice.
18. Weiss (1976) shows that when using a linear income tax, it may be optimal to make the tax rate
random. The linearincome tax model is essentiallyan agencyproblemwith linearsharingrule. However,it
is the imposedlinearitywhichaccountsfor the efficiencyof randomizationin Weiss'case.
19. The likelihoodmatrixof Y? is a column vector of l's. That of a randomizationis a matrixwith
identicalrows. The Markovmatrixis the row vectorwhichis equal to the rows of this likelihoodmatrix. The
relationshipbetween imperfectinformationand randomizationis interesting:Explicit randomizationsare
seldomseen, whereasimperfectinformationis used all the time.
20. Gjesdal(1978) providesa generalanalysisof this case.
21. Formally,the marginalsalaryincreaseconsideredmay be expressedas (dh)T where T is a random
variablewith mean 1.
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